Spelling Skill Clusters/Consonant Patterns

Grammar Skill Singular and Plural Nouns

ANNOTATED
VERSION

Correct two sentences each day.
1. I no that Aunt phoebe collects many thing.
2. we like to wach her embroider
3. she likes to spred the cloth on the Table
4. She will then rap the Material for storage.
5. The African cloth will often. Seem to springe
up on its own.
6. people wear and rite about clothes that
show their Traditions.
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8. mother put a pach on the cloth
9. I see my to favorite cloth on the table?
10.María has threa favorite.
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7. Be careful not to throe the streeng away.

TRANSPARENCY 2–25

CELEBRATING TRADITIONS The Talking Cloth

Daily Language Practice

Spelling Skill Clusters/Consonant Patterns

Grammar Skill Singular and Plural Nouns

ANNOTATED
VERSION

Correct two sentences each day.
1. I no that Aunt phoebe collects many thing.
I know that Aunt Phoebe collects many things.

2. we like to wach her embroider
We like to watch her embroider.

3. she likes to spred the cloth on the Table
She likes to spread the cloth on the table.

4. She will then rap the Material for storage.
She will then wrap the material for storage.

5. The African cloth will often. Seem to springe
up on its own.
The African cloth will often seem to spring up on its own.

6. people wear and rite about clothes that
show their Traditions.
People wear and write about clothes that show their traditions.

7. Be careful not to throe the streeng away.
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8. mother put a pach on the cloth
Mother put a patch on the cloth.

9. I see my to favorite cloth on the table?
I see my two favorite cloths on the table.

10.María has threa favorite.
María has three favorites.
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Be careful not to throw the string away.

TRANSPARENCY 2–25

CELEBRATING TRADITIONS The Talking Cloth

Daily Language Practice

